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Sprechstunde  

Inhalt und Ziele 

Kursbeschreibung:  
Negotiations conducted by individuals and companies in the context of international business, governmental matters and dispute resolution are increasingly important in today´s global 
setting. Whereas classical negotiation theory builds upon powerful negotiation skills, tools and strategies, recent literature and research suggests that the Personality of the dealmaker (traits, 
gender, culture) does matter. This seminar combines basic classical negotiation theory with cutting-edge negotiation psychology, a personalized approach and modern profiler tools to enable 
participants make the best of their own negotiation style.    
 
Contents  
1) Introduction: Scope, objectives, personal profiling exercise      
2) Basic negotiation skills  
- Preparing a negotiation 
- Understanding the zone of possible agreement  
- Practical tools and strategies 
- Personality in negotiations (Personality traits, gender, culture) 
3)Simulation (real case study) 
4) Wrap-Up: Evaluation and recommendations for further development of personal negotiation style  

 

Ziele: -Learn the basic skills by which parties overcome competing interets to resove a particular issue 

                -Understand the impact of personality, gender and culture in international negotiations  
                -Explore your own personal negotiating style with a modern profiler tool 
                -Put into practice your dealmaking skills in a simulation 
                -Get specific recommendations for further development of your negotiation style  
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Bewertung 

 Prüfungsform: Active participation in the sessions 

 


